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Exe Lock

Exe Lock is a free program that allows the developers and content creators to protect their work from the public. In a nutshell,
the application enables you to create, edit and subscribe to a trial on various programs and multimedia that self-destruct after a
predetermined interval. It is worth mentioning that the app can be used for a lot of purposes, such as when you want to view or
print an e-book and you want to lock it for a given time and then simply delete the file after you are done with it. Additionally,
you can also use the app for school or workplace tests and other similar types of school books or tests that are already digitally
protected. On the other hand, if you wish to protect private information such as photos, PDFs, works of fiction and many others,
this is exactly what you should do. Basically, what Exe Lock lets you do is enable a trial on a given file, set a date and time for
its expiration and then lock it. Thus, you can be sure that no one can access it but you. In order to do this, you simply add the
file you want to protect to the program, assign a password and customize the expiration execution or date and time. It is worth
mentioning that you can also apply security levels to the program in order to restrict its access to certain users. For instance, you
can create a user account that is restricted to view the file you wish to protect. In terms of functionability, the tool uses a single-
window interface where you enter the information. Once you are done, you can set the trial for the file and then add a password
and set the expiration date. In order to protect the file, you simply press the Lock button and the program will do the rest. In
addition, the program allows you to create one or multiple subscription and you can add a password to each one of them. Thus,
the user is not allowed access to a file until you set the right password. Despite that, the program has a security measure in place
which does not allow you to unlock the file at any point. Thus, you cannot go around this security feature because there is no
way to circumvent it. Download Exe Lock: Exe Lock is a free software that allows its user to create a trial subscription on
various programs, multimedia and data files. In order to protect your files, you need to add files to the program, apply
passwords and set the trial expiration date and time. In the end, you press

Exe Lock Free [Win/Mac] [Latest]

Key Features: 1.Password protection: The application is password protected, so if you register any file or program, you can be
sure it will not be a risk for others to get their hands on it. 2.Expiration trial: Choose the duration of the trial according to the
application you want to protect and set the date and time when it should expire. 3.Multiple programs: Protecting up to twelve
programs or applications simultaneously. 4.Auto-download: The software will automatically run when you restart the computer.
5.How to unlock: Unlocking is done with a password, which is also set in the application. 6.Free to use: This software is free to
use and there are no costs to register or use the app. 7.Re-download: When the program expired, it will be re-downloaded from
the server. 8.No re-installation: You do not need to uninstall the original program in order to install the locked file. 9.Time and
date settings: Choose the date and time for locking/unlocking and setting the expiration date, day, month and year. 10.Exe Lock
Operating Systems: Win 2000, Win XP, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8 Exe Lock Privacy: The program does not save any personal
information about you. Thanks, LanceOhio State's depth chart is out. The team is set to travel to Iowa for a battle with the
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Exe Lock License Code & Keygen

Exe Lock is a tool that addresses developers and content creators who want to protect their work. To be more precise, the
application enables you to configure trials and subscriptions on various programs and multimedia that expire and self-destruct
after a predetermined interval. Functionality-wise, the application comes with a single window interface where you add the file,
password and configure the expiration execution or date and time. Simply put, you are replacing a standard executable or other
type of file with a locked one that deletes itself for when you set it. It is worth mentioning that, although the app has an unlock
button in the interface, the file cannot be unlocked through any means, so there is no way to go around this security feature, not
even by you. Regardless of whether you have applications, e-books, videos, music, school tests, PDF files, documents or photos,
you can now easily set up an expiration trial for them and hence, manage your subscriptions more efficiently and spare yourself
a lot of headaches. The program can also be used for other purposes, such as when you want someone to view secret information
once and self-destruct after due to the nature of the data or when you simply want to secure classified or sensitive information.
Exe Lock is an easy-to-use application. It was designed to enable developers and content creators to protect their software,
multimedia, e-books and much more. You can configure trials for your programs or multimedia using Exe Lock. In doing so,
you can set up your setup within your own time frame. Exe Lock is a tool that addresses developers and content creators who
want to protect their work. To be more precise, the application enables you to configure trials and subscriptions on various
programs and multimedia that expire and self-destruct after a predetermined interval. Functionality-wise, the application comes
with a single window interface where you add the file, password and configure the expiration execution or date and time.
Simply put, you are replacing a standard executable or other type of file with a locked one that deletes itself for when you set it.
It is worth mentioning that, although the app has an unlock button in the interface, the file cannot be unlocked through any
means, so there is no way to go around this security feature, not even by you. Regardless of whether you have applications, e-
books, videos, music, school tests, PDF files, documents or photos, you can now easily set up an expiration trial for them and
hence,

What's New In?

• Any file (Executable,.DLL,.OCX, JAR, Archives, ZIP, DLL, EXE, IC, MSI, CAB, ISO, IMG, EXE, ARM, CMX, EXE,
FEM, KMZ, EXE, M3U, M3U8, MGU, OVX, OUT, NFF, OTA, OVA, RM, RAR, SEA, SFX, RM, ZIP, EXE, PDF, DOC,
TXT, CHM, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX, PPTM, PPS, PS, PPSX, SRT, SRTM, SYLK, LNK, XVC, AVI, BMP, GIF,
JPG, JPG, MP3, MP3, M4A, MP4, MPG, MPO, OGA, OGA, OGG, OGA, OGG, OGM, OGX, OMF, OMG, OMGP, OMGP,
OME, OMP, OMS, OMX, OMZ, PCD, PCX, PCM, PCX, PCX, PCS, PCZ, PCZ, PCZ, PCT, PCT, PCZ, PCZ, PCZ, PDA,
PDA, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS,
PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS,
PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS,
PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS, PDS,
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System Requirements For Exe Lock:

Recommended Requirements: Power Steering Required Recommended Display Settings at 1080p or less 480p Windows Vista
64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Operating System: Windows Vista 64-bit Memory: 2 GB RAM Dedicated Server Free
Server Dedicated Server Free Client Free Dedicated Server Free Client Dedicated Server Free Client NFS/SharePoint
Integrated Client Limited Server(Used only for Installation of WSS Service) Minimum of 7 GB free space on hard drive
Windows Vista
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